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punitive cease-and-desist and obligation declaration_Cornet Technology 

Hereby agrees, 

legal Person, Nat Kumar, Chief Executive Officer, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 22151, US 
(omission debtor) 

legal Person, Sunil Mehta, Executive Vice President, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 22151, US 
(omission debtor) 

legal Person, Unni Nair, Vice President, Engineering, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 22151, US 
(omission debtor) 

legal Person, Wanda Whiteman, Vice President, Engineering, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 
22151, US (omission debtor) 

legal Person, Basavaraj Javali, Vice President, Engineering, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 22151, 
US (omission debtor) 

legal Person, Sant Gupta, Vice President, Engineering, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 22151, US 
(omission debtor) 

legal Person, V. Lakshminarayanan, Vice President, Engineering, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 
22151, US (omission debtor) 

legal Person, Pierre Bretault, Vice President, Engineering, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 22151, 
US (omission debtor) 

legal Person, Krishnamani P V, Vice President, Engineering, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 22151, 
US (omission debtor) 

legal Person, Ed Siira, Vice President, Engineering, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 22151, US 
(omission debtor) 

legal Person, Mike Hardesty, Vice President, Engineering, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 22151, 
US (omission debtor) 
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legal Person, Natarajan Kumar, President, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 22151, US (omission 
debtor) 

legal Person, Thomas Bennett, President, 6800 Versar Center, Suite 216, Springfield, VA 22151, US (omission 
debtor) 

egal Person, Stanford McKenzie, member family clan Monique Humphrey/ McKenzie, US (omission debtor) 

legal Person, Nicole McKenzie, member family clan Monique Humphrey/ McKenzie, US (omission debtor) 

legal Person, Monique Humphrey, member family clan Monique Humphrey/ McKenzie US, AND Clan prime minister 
Markus Söder, Korruption Landratsamt Oberallgäu/family Alfred Seehofer Germany (omission debtor) 

legal Person, Donald Humphrey, member family clan Monique Humphrey, US (omission debtor) 

legal Person, Pascal Humphrey/Kessler, member family clan Monique Humphrey/Kessler, US (omission debtor) 

legally binding but without recognition of a legal obligation, under the dissolving condition of a generally binding or 
supreme court jurisprudence based clarification of the omitting behavior, 

opposite to 

Trademark and document holder, company Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd. (omission creditors) 

CEO & Founder, managing Director, Art &  Trademark owner, Doris Lordin Maya, company Mayabaum Verlag - 
Zukunftsbasis® ltd.(omission creditors) 

CEO & managing Director, Trademark owner, Mr. Manuel Tuebner, company Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd. 
(omission creditors) 
     

1. to refrain immediately, Cornet Technology continues to join the criminal corruption and families Clan Monique 
Humphrey/Family McKenzie/Corruption District Office Oberallgäu/Family Alfred Seehofer and Clan Prime Minister 
Markus Söder/Angela Merkel and USA/Joe Biden to use military devices (STINN LTEmp Tactical 4G LTE Manpack). 
to abuse political elections in order to arbitrarily manipulate US policy in support of the Democratic Party by frau-
dulently stealing data transfer based on voter votes from the Republicans and in favor of the Democrats with 
(STINN LTEmp Tactical 4G LTE Manpack ) are transferred, as happened in the US presidential election in 2020 and 
therefore the entire election result is based on serious criminal fraud with the help of the EU elite.  

2. to refrain immediately, to continue to join the criminal corruption and families clan Monique Humphrey/family 
McKenzie/corruption district office Oberallgäu/family Alfred Seehofer and clan Prime Minister Markus Söder/An-
gela Merkel and USA/Joe Biden, in cooperation with the Democrat Party to cause the election fraud against 
Donald Trump and him then to fall as president with a planned storming of the Capitol so that he does not get the 
opportunity to uncover the planned fraud and conspiracy against him, to cover up the staged fraud and to punish 
those responsible and criminals. 

3. to refrain immediately, to make evidence of election manipulation disappear with the installed military equip-
ment (STINN LTEmp Tactical 4G LTE Manpack) in Frankfurt, to liquidate the company Cornet Technology GmbH, 
although before the election fraud in 2019 the highest profit as a result in the company's history was posted by 
Cornet Technology GmbH, which was financed by bribes from the criminal corruption and families Clan Monique 
Humphrey/Family McKenzie/Corruption District Office Oberallgäu/Family Alfred Seehofer and Clan Prime Minister 
Markus Söder/Angela Merkel and USA/Joe Biden. 

4. to refrain immediately, influencing all authorities/offices and/or judicial employees/judges and/or judicial pro-
ceedings with untrue statements of fact/defamation and/or harassing and/or coercing through immoral behavior 
and/or with forged evidence/documents and/or to involve in criminal acts for abuse of office and/or to bribe 
with money and/or to bribe with the trademark rights and trademark law company know-how and/or in the 
context of witness statements according to GVG § 74c paragraph 1, paragraph 5a and paragraph 6a, as well as §§ 
331 StGB, 332 StGB, 333 StGB, 335 StGB and/or to misuse it for other purposes. 
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5. to refrain immediately, Nicole McKenzie and Stanford McKenzie from the family Clan Monique Humphrey/Family 
McKenzie in their accounting fraud, money laundering, tax evasion, forgery of documents in the company Cornet 
Technology to support, so that the criminal offenses and the bribes received in the millions of dollars over the 
Indian Bank accounts will not be noticed and uncovered, corruption and families Clan Monique Humphrey/Family 
McKenzie/Corruption District Office Oberallgäu/Family Alfred Seehofer and Clan Prime Minister Markus Söder/
Angela Merkel and USA/Joe Biden in their criminal offenses based on document fraud, forgery of copyrights, 
trademark rights, damage to reputation, violation of rights of use, bribery, violation of company rights, formation 
of a criminal organization according to §129 StGB 

6. to refrain immediately, violating Doris Lordin Maya (past life Maria Muttergottes) in her trademark rights Mother 
of God Planting® which serve to protect the Indigo Children, Dolphin Children, Sun Children, Rainbow Children, 
Crystal Children with special and extraordinary abilities and talents, knowledge from the future of pioneer, Doris 
Lordin Maya of Atlantis, the Sankt Maria Indio Queen, as well as stealing the trademark law concept and strategy 
HomeOffice and remote maintenance of the company Mayabaum Verlag-Zukunftsbasis® and building the entire 
company construct and/or components as a hybrid model in it, which has also been successfully part of the trade-
mark rights are and was designed for the entrepreneurial breakthrough. 

7. to refrain immediately, to carry out further destruction of existence and life with defamation and damage to Do-
nald J. Trump's reputation with our own trademark rights, trademark law company know-how and company stu-
dies and to cause the Trump marriage and family to be intentionally and arbitrarily endangered, the Trump com-
pany with all service providers intentionally harming cooperation partners and business partners and contract 
partners and causing serious breaches of contract, as has already happened, to depose him as president through 
election fraud and to allow international bribes to flow to the USA, as well as election fraud together with the 
corruption of the Oberallgäu District Office/family Alfred Seehofer of the Markus Söder clan/Federal Government 
Angela Merkel/USA to have staged Joe Biden in order to overthrow and kill Donald Trump as President.   

8. to refrain immediately, trademark infringement and theft of the EU-trademarks, including Zukunftsbasis®, Fu-
turebase® Studentenbaum® Zukunftspädagogik®, Basisstufe®, Mother of God Planting®, Stufenleiter® by the 
owners company Mayabaum Verlag-Zukunftsbasis® ltd. and the two brand owners Mrs. Doris Stoehr and to operate 
Mr. Manuel Tuebner and to intentionally gain financial advantages with company and brand theft and theft of 
company secrets without permission for better advancement, as well as the complete brand contracts, company 
contracts, preamble, general terms and conditions of the company Mayabaum Verlag-Zukunftsbasis® ltd. as a gift 
from of corruption Landratsamt Oberallgäu/Alfred Seehofer family of the Markus Söder clan/Federal Government 
Angela Merkel/USA Joe Biden without the consent of the inventors, authors and trademark owners, without per-
mission to build on the complete ideas of Doris Stoehr and Manuel Tuebner, and to steal mind mapping. 

9. to refrain immediately, Corruption and families Clan Monique Humphrey/Family McKenzie to incite Marion Garcia 
not to pay Doris Stoehr the embezzlement of the one-time settlement of 1 million DM, although an enforcement 
order from a court judgment exists and Doris Stoehr has been entitled to the repayment of the one-time settle-
ment for 30 years, Instead, Marion Gracia has benefited financially for 30 years and is financially covered by the 
fact that Marion Garcia beat Doris Stoehr, who was newly paraplegic, half to death in 1992 with an iron bar from a 
wheelchair, and that only, because she absolutely demanded money from Doris Stoehr, which she did not have at 
the moment and was able to give her and persuaded Aunt Monique Humphrey to lock Doris Stoehr in Monique 
Humphrey's house in Bitburg/Beijingen Spangdahlem for 4 years, including small children and babies cared for and 
abused by the Air Force, (sitting on the potty for 8 hours until your butt turned blue, standing in the corner for 8 
hours with your arms crossed, forcibly shoving the tablespoon down the babies throat so that the babies almost 
choked and cried out in pain), just as daughter Angela Lehmann was beaten almost to death every day by aunt 
Monique and Marion Garcia and was thus brought up to be a schizophrenic, professional liar and is used as a tool 
by Marion Garcia to cover up her crimes against Doris & Willi Stoehr, thus Marion Garcia as Angela Lehmann 
instigates aggressive verbal attacks on Willi Stoehr and Doris Stoehr who is afraid and was also created to be a liar 
in his development who has to lie to Doris Stoehr every day for Marion Garcia, and his lies as well as Angela 
Lehmann herself meanwhile still believes and convinces this appearance - Live real lives. 
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10. to refrain immediately, Marion Garcia with the criminal corruption and families Clan Monique Humphrey/Family 
McKenzie to use their own parents to cover up the serious, cruel crime against daughter Doris Stoehr in 1992, 
together with aunt Monique and uncle Donald Humphrey when Marion Garcia punched a hole in the head of her 
sister Doris Stoehr with the iron foot part of a wheelchair, because Doris Stoehr could not give her any money 
from her one-off payment from the insurance company for the car accident, because the lawyer Christoph 
Mrzglod, (Kirchplatz 2, postcode 66571 Eppelborn, Germany) still had no money from the one-off payment of 1 
million German marks, in which mother Genevieve had joined in destroying the life and existence of Doris Stoehr 
with intrigues from this crime for 30 years, to cover the aunt Monique Humphrey, who then embezzled these mil-
lions in cooperation with Genevieve and Marion Garcia and has not paid back to this day, despite the enforcement 
order of the court ordering a repayment, but fled to America with all the embezzled money, in which Marion Gar-
cia, Angela and Lena Lehmann, as well as mother Genevieve, cover and protect Monique Humphrey, even against 
Doris Stoehr inciting them and Willi Stoehr to torment the key witness to death. 

11. to refrain immediately, supporting Marion Garcia with the criminal corruption and families clan Monique Hump-
hrey/McKenzie family, to cover up the serious, cruel crime against daughter Doris Stoehr in 1992, Doris Stoehr's 
father, Willi Stoehr, continues to be isolated from the outside world and held captive in the house so that nobody 
notices how his health is doing, so that Marion Garcia family clan Monique Humphrey can kill him and will to get 
the inheritance with deed fraud, and to destroy Willi Stoehr as the only key witness to the assassination attempt 
on his daughter Doris Stoehr, who is paraplegic, then to receive the second inheritance with document fraud by 
killing Doris Stoehr's mother as well, and before that the son David Linnebach was killed in a car accident in Au-
gust 2020 and only got in the way so that now the parents can be killed and it appears that they died of natural 
causes, However, after fleeing to America, the Monique Humphrey/McKenzie family chose a rich disabled person 
who also died a short time later, so that the Monique Humphrey/McKenzie family would not have to pay back the 
money. All in all, corruption and families of the Clan Monique Humphrey/McKenzie family have been collecting a 
lot of money from inheritances for 30 years, and all key witnesses have to be killed beforehand, as in the case of 
Doris Stoehr, document fraud was also implemented by corruption and families of the Clan Monique Humphrey/
McKenzie family with Marion Garcia and all notaries and courts were bribed to do so.         

12. immediately to refrain, trademark infringement and theft of the EU-trademarks, including Zukunftsbasis®, Fu-
turebase®, Studentenbaum®, Zukunftspädagogik®, Basisstufe®, Muttergottes Beplanting®,stufenleiter® by the 
owners Fa. Mayabaum Verlag -Zukunftsbasis® ltd. and the two brand owners Mrs. Doris Stoehr and to operate Mr. 
Manuel Tuebner and to intentionally gain financial advantages with company and brand theft and theft of com-
pany secrets without permission for better advancement, as well as the complete brand contracts, company con-
tracts, preamble, general terms and conditions of the company Mayabaum Verlag-Zukunftsbasis® ltd. as a gift 
from of corruption Landratsamt Oberallgäu/Alfred Seehofer family of the Markus Söder clan/Federal Government 
Angela Merkel/USA Joe Biden without the consent of the inventors, authors and trademark owners, without per-
mission to build on the complete ideas of Doris Stoehr and Manuel Tuebner, and to steal mind mapping. 

13. to refrain immediately, trademark law, protected and secret company know-how with notarized copyright works 
and trademark studies by the two CEOs and trademark owners Doris Stoehr and Manuel Tuebner on the criminal 
corruption and family clans Monique Humphrey/McKenzie family/corruption district office Oberallgäu/Alfred See-
hofer family and Clan Prime Minister Markus Söder/Angela Merkel and USA/Joe Biden, to gain insight and to use, 
hand over and/or copy to third parties, service providers, consultants, entrepreneurs and third parties of all kinds 
without permission, and/or internally use/modify, propagate and/or publish and/or pass on and/or offer to third 
parties and offer for sale commercially and/or pass on to a third party and/or in any similar and/or synonymous 
form and/or to implement entrepreneurially. 

14. to refrain immediately, supporting Marion Garcia with the criminal corruption and families of the Monique Hump-
hrey/McKenzie family, the son of Pascal Humphrey/Kessler who was forced into bankruptcy and is now receiving 
bribes from Monique Humphrey, as well as Nicole McKenzie who have had to cover up all their crimes for the past 
30 years. 
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15. if the cease-and-desist declaration has not been signed by December 8th, 2022 and the original has not been 
sent to the English company address of company Mayabaum Verlag-Zukunftsbasis® ltd. by legally valid post,the 
contractual claims for damages that have already accrued must be paid in full, as well as an additional £2,5 tril-
lion in damages to be paid to the injunctive relief, because it can be assumed, that the debtor continues to act 
criminally against the company Mayabaum Verlag-Zukunftsbasis® ltd. with, among other things, also causing con-
siderable financial damage to the company based on trademark infringement through economic crime and gangs 
and white-collar crime the last 7 years, since 2016. 

16. in the event of an unsigned cease-and-desist declaration under trademark law, the cease-and-desist declaration 
with all contractual partners and vicarious agents of company Mayabaum Verlag-Zukunftsbasis® ltd. is entitled to 
publish everything about the corruption company Cornet Technology and criminal corruption and families of the 
Monique Humphrey/McKenzie, gangs and white-collar crime against all those involved and accomplices without 
restriction. This does not represent any damage to the reputation of the injunction debtor, but the injunctive 
relief creditors are obliged under the contractual trademark rights to defend themselves against further claims 
for damages. 

17. in the event of a future culpable breach of the promise to cease and desist, to pay one of the claims for damages 
to the cease-and-desist creditor, the amount of which is determined by the cease-and-desist creditors according 
to contractually fixed claims for damages and in the event of a dispute can be fully reviewed by the competent 
court. 

18. In the event of an unsigned cease-and-desist declaration under trademark law, the omission creditors is entitled 
with all contractual partners and vicarious agents of Mayabaum Verlag-Zukunftsbasis® ltd. if the services provi-
ded/claims for damages are not paid by the debtor and/or third parties. All shares, ETFs, funds, companies go, 
foundations, real estate, company shares, bonds, cash, bank accounts, derivatives of any kind, all natural and 
tangible assets and physical assets and precious metals such as gold bars, gold coins, silver bars, silver coins, pla-
tinum coins, platinum coins, palladium bars, palladium coins and/or real estate, all digital cryptocurrencies auto-
matically become the property of the omission creditor. This also applies to third parties who have committed 
breaches of contract and have to pay with services and relief compensation, claims of damages and reputation 
damages. 

19. The omission debtor is informed that the trademark law in behalf punishable omission and obligation declara-
tion, the right to information according to the international trademark legal and the contractual claims for da-
mages are the originator and property of the legal department of Mayabaum Verlag - Zukunftsbasis® ltd., anyone 
who reproduces, distributes or publishes an adaptation or redesign of the work without the consent of the author 
will be punished with imprisonment and claims for damages, including the contractual rights according to UCC, 
massively violate the higher law and legislation that you are invitably subject, including the Charter of Funda-
mental Rights of the European Union, Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
ECHR, Intern. Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 19.12.1966 - (BGBl. 1973 II 1553) - ICCPR, UN Resolution 
217 A (III) - Universal Declaration of Human Rights, willful violation of international law and the Convention on 
Human Rights - Article 25 GG , HLKO, S.H.A.E.F laws, Occupation law under Military law 67 and International Cri-
minal Court in The Hague and military court united states for Genocide crimes against humanity, crimes of aggres-
sion and war crimes. The attempt is punishable. 

20. analog claim damages action according to Art. 244 ff ZPO, otherwise Art. 74 CISG - Art. 77 CISG in particular Art. 
5 CISG and Art. 79 CISG, Art.41 OR Paragraphs 1 and 2 with all other following contractual and trademark claims 
for damages. The attempt is punishable. 

Hereby agrees, 

Chief Executive Officer, Nat Kumar 
(legal and natural person)

 Place and date

Executive Vice President, Sunil Mehta 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date
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Copies and reproductions of the documents 

sent to you are punishable and will be 

prosecuted for trademark infringements 

and copyright infringements.

all offenses are referred to the military court 

all offenses are referred to the military court 



Vice President, Wanda Whiteman 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Vice President, Unni Nair 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Vice President, Basavaraj Javali 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Vice President, Sant Gupta 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Vice President, V. Lakshminarayanan 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Vice President, Pierre Bretault 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Vice President, Krishnamani P V 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Vice President, Mike Hardesty 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Vice President, Natarajan Kumar 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Vice President, Thomas Bennett 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Nicole McKenzie, family clan Monique Humphrey/ McKenzie 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Stanford McKenzie, family clan Monique Humphrey/ McKenzie 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Monique Humphrey, family clan Monique Humphrey/ McKenzie 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Donald Humphrey, family clan Monique Humphrey 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date

Pascal Humphrey/Kessler, family clan Monique Humphrey 
(legal and natural person)

Place and date
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